
Midnight Mayhem/Street Legal Rules 
 

- All drivers must have a valid license   

 

- Any driver or ride-along passenger under the age of 18 must have a valid parental 

consent form on file at Las Vegas Motor Speedway each calendar year.  These 

must be filled out at the entrance to the event.  Parent or Legal Guardian must be 

present to fill out form, proof will be required.   

 

- No one under the age of 16 is permitted to ride-along in a vehicle during the event 

 

- Only one ride-along passenger per vehicle permitted. Passengers NOT permitted 

in vehicles running 13.99 or quicker 

 

- All vehicles must be street legal, in safe working condition and have a valid 

registration and insurance.  License plates must be displayed (Temporary plates 

are not permitted) 

 

- All vehicles must be driven to the track.  Vehicles on trailers will not be 

permitted.  No trailers are allowed in the pits for Mayhem participants. 

 

- All vehicles must pass a standard NHRA safety and tech inspection by the SFI 

certified inspectors on site at the event.  Vehicles running 11.49 or quicker may be 

subject to additional safety requirements.  Vehicles running 9.99 or quicker must 

have an NHRA license. 

 

- A helmet is required for any car with an E.T. of 13.99 or quicker 
 

- All drivers and passengers are required to wear full-length pants, 

shoes and socks.  Nylon or nylon-type clothing and open-toe shoes 

are prohibited.  Shorts, bare legs, tank tops, or bare torsos 

prohibited. 
 

- The only slicks permitted are D.O.T. stamped drag radial tires 

 

- All motorcycle riders are required to have a Snell full coverage helmet, leather 

jacket, leather gloves and leather boots or shoes that cover the ankle area. 

 

- Motorcycles running an E.T. of 10.99 or quicker or exceeding 120 mph in the 

quarter mile may be subject to additional safety requirements.  

 

- Motorcycles running an E.T. of 9.99 and quicker or exceeding 135 miles per hour 

must have an NHRA license. 


